A Network of: Independent Brands
Why did you choose IIC Partners?
We wanted to find a global network that would increase our international
exposure but allow us to remain an independent business. IIC Partners
encourages independence, which has fostered a very collaborative and
unique professional community. We retain our local brand, reputation
and culture, while leveraging the advantages of a larger international
organization. IIC Partners has proven a great fit for us.

Have your received / passed any searches or business
referrals from other partners?
Yes - we have actually received more searches than we have referred to our
Partners. This of course is due to the constant evolution and development
of the Asia Pacific market. When we accept a transborder search, we try
very hard to align with our Partner firm as an integrated team, and deliver
a seamless superior experience to the client. We demonstrate to the client
that our partnership is flexible and capable of delivering more than the
larger firms.

Have you done any organizational / internal development
collaboration with other Partners?
We often encourage our consultants to participate in the regional meetings
and global conferences hosted by IIC Partners. We see these as great
opportunities for motivation and development of our internal team, and
for our consultants to learn more about our colleagues across the globe.
We also offered an internship position at our company to the child of our
German partner.

What is your favorite part about being a member?
My favorite part of being a member is the sense of belonging to a global
organization that is more than just a network. IIC Partners offers
something beyond membership – I have the pleasure of being friends with
so many colleagues from all over the world.
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